Jeremias is a tech-savvy millennial who speaks from the heart and specializes in helping everyone improve their "techxpertise" regardless of skill level or generational differences. He engages his audiences with high energy, comedic performances that are infused with relative stories from his real-life experiences as a real estate practitioner of almost 14 years. He provides a fresh perspective with a no fluff, authentic style of delivery. He has been training business people for over 16 years to overcome their fears and start crushing their goals.

His speaking career began 28 years ago when he was the ring announcer for his third grade elementary school circus.

It is my pleasure to introduce Jeremias “JMan” Maneiro.

Website- [www.JManSeminars.com](http://www.JManSeminars.com)
Facebook- @JManSpeaks
Instagram- @JManSpeaks
Twitter- @JManSells
Snapchat- @JManSells